
 
 

What our users say: 
'... behavioural finance in action.' 
“PlanLab takes client decision-making to another level. When a scenario fully supports a client’s expectations they 
buy in automatically: it’s a great demonstration of behavioural finance in action’. 
 

Graham Allsopp, Medical Select, Suffolk. 
 
‘...adviser and client friendly...’ 
“Having recently started using PlanLab and PlanFacts I have been very impressed with both systems .... The after 
sales support has surpassed all expectations with nothing appearing to be too much trouble when I have called to 
ask for help! 
Having used a well-known competitor version of a cashflow system and finding it far too complicated for a client to 
understand I can say that PlanLab is far more adviser and client friendly.” 
 

Keith Gregory, Station Associates Ltd., Fareham 
 
‘...clients delighted...(PlanLab) gained me referra ls within their family...’ 
“I have had particular success with pension planning and have had clients who have brought forward their 
retirement dates by several years based on the work we have done. In one example where the husband was just 
about to retire I could show that the wife, who was eight years younger could afford to bring forward her retirement 
by 5 years. As you can imagine the clients were delighted at this dramatic improvement in their lifestyle and, having 
been involved in the planning process were confident the figures were accurate. The holistic and professional 
approach I adopted led them to ask me to take over the management of their assets and gained me referrals within 
their family.” 

Ron Davidson, Trinity Financial Associates, Crawley . 
 
‘... cash flow planning that works logically ...’ 
“.... just want to say thanks for the comprehensive training session ... yesterday. I am now able to get very detailed 
information from the system. Having previously tried to use (competing software), I cannot tell you what a relief it is 
to be able to operate a cash flow planning system that a) works logically and b) doesn’t require a full time staff 
member … I am very excited about this … I am more than happy to recommend this to other IFAs when I come 
across them …” 

Michael Lawrence, Guardstone Financial Planning Ltd , London 
 
... the best I've seen ... 
“PlanLab is the best system I have seen yet! True financial planning is absolutely the way forward for me!” 
 

Simon Welch, Sense Financial, Nottingham. 
 
... easier to handle in terms of data-entry ... 
“I really like PlanLab and one of my recent cases included a pension transfer, a new Pension plan and some 
regular premium ISAs. I should earn from that between £1,000.00 and £1,500.00. The competition by comparison 
appear very cumbersome ... PL is much easier to handle in terms of data-entry ... It's far more intuitive. 
Furthermore, my clients tell me it's far easier to get to grips with and it works well on i-Pads and tablets.” 
 

Liz Wade, Principal, Melo Financial Planning, Surre y. 
 

 
 

More details including Sample Client Reports, A-V Tutorials and Support Materials at https://store.planlab.co.uk 
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